FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD IDLE REPORTS
EROAD Idle Report improves fuel economy and
reduces engine wear and tear by displaying average
and total idle time by vehicle. The costs saved by
monitoring idle events and tracking behaviour over
time will deliver significant improvements to your
bottom line.
Switch off and save
You can achieve major cost savings from operating
vehicles more efficiently by managing idle times.
Lower idle times save fuel and money, and reduce
emissions, engine wear and maintenance costs.
EROAD’s user-friendly tools and reports help
you identify key trends, exceptions and unusual
idle behaviour. With greater transparency and
understanding, you can implement changes to drive
better productivity across your fleet.

KEY BENEFITS
Reduce fuel and maintenance costs By
minimising idling you can make significant
savings on your fuel bill and the costs of
engine wear and tear, to improve profitability
Lower emissions Minimise the environmental
impact of damaging emissions, reduce noise
and meet legal restrictions
Improve driving Identify vehicles and drivers
with high rates of idling events for support
with education programmes
Increase productivity Drill down to
understand specific idle events and identify
the potential for interventions such as
heaters, diesel-powered generators or
accommodation policies to support drivers in
safely reducing unproductive idling
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KEY FEATURES

›› Average and total idle time by
vehicle

›› Coloured bar chart that highlights
frequency and idle duration by
vehicle

›› Details of idle events including
location, date, time
and idle duration

›› Daily, monthly,

quarterly and yearly
reports for you to
evaluate idle trends

›› Export your reports
to PDF and CSV
formats

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

